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Fun Problems

k-transportable numbers

In the article Connections between Geometry and

Number Theory (elsewhere in this issue of At Right

Angles) the author refers to the notion of

‘kk-transportable numbers’ — numbers with the

property that if the left-most digit is shifted to the

right-most end, then the number thus obtained is

kk times the original number. He quotes a result

due to S. Kahan that the only integral value of kk

exceeding 1 for which such a number exists is

kkkk. We prove this result here (our proof is

different from Kahan’s), and show a surprising

way for generating such numbers. A more apt

name for such numbers than the one given would

be cyclic numbers, and we study this more general

notion in the next section.

Let AA A aa�aa�aa� ... aa� be a kk-transportable number,

and let BB B aa�aa� ... aa�aa�, where kk is a positive

integer (kk k k; of course, kk k kk). Then we have:

BB BBBBBB

�onstruct the following two in�inite recurring

decimals, whose ‘repetends’ (i.e., the portions that

repeat inde�initely) are the numbers AA and BB

respectively. That is:

xx xxxxxxxxxx x

yy yyyyyyyyyyy

Both are ‘pure’ recurring decimals. Since BB BBBBB, it

follows that yy yyyyy. Now consider the effect of

multiplying xx by 10. Noting the ‘shift in the

decimal point’ we see that this yields

10xx xxx�.BBBBBB BB

a number with integer part aa�, and recurring

portion the same as that of yy. Hence we have:

10xx xxx� + yyy

Since yy yyyyy this yields 10xx xxx� + kkkk, and

solving this for xx we get:

xx x aa�

10 − kk .

Since xx is a pure repeating decimal fraction, this

relation puts restrictions on the value of kk. Indeed

we have kk k kk kk kk kk kk k. We also have kk k k. So

the possibilities for kk are just 3, 7. Of these, kk k k

yields 1/(10 − kkk k kkkkk k, which makes AA a

single digit number; this does not work out. Hence

kkkk (this was Kahan’s result), and xx xxx�/7.

Since the repetend of 1/7 is 142857, we see that

AA AAA� × 142857, with aa� chosen appropriately.

Remembering that aa� is also the left-most digit of

AA, we �ind that aa� = 1 or 2; only these two choices

work. Hence AA AAAAAAA or 285714.
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Obviously, repeating these blocks of digits will

give more numbers with the same property.

This �usti�ies the claim made in the article

that the only kk-transportable integers are the

following:

142857, 142857142857,

142857142857142857, ... ,

285714, 285714285714,

285714285714285714, ... ,

all of which are kk-transportable with kkkk.

Cyclic numbers

The same idea can be used to solve the following:

Find a positive integer with the property that if its

units digit is shifted to its left-most end, the new

integer is twice the original one. Denote the number

by AA A aa�aa�aa� ... aa���aa� (so it has nn digits), and let

BB B aa�aa�aa�aa� ... aa���; then BB BBBB. Let xxx xx be

pure recurring decimals de�ined as follows:

xx x xxxxxxxxxxx

=0.aa�aa�aa� ... aa���aa� aa�aa�aa� ... aa���aa� ... ,

yyyyyyyyyyyyyy

=0.aa�aa�aa�aa� ... aa��� aa�aa�aa�aa� ... aa��� ... .

Then yyyyyy. If we multiply yy by 10 we get a pure

decimal recurring decimal whose repetend is the

same as that of xx:

10yyyyy�.aa�aa�aa� ... aa���aa� aa�aa�aa� ... aa���aa� ...

= aa� + xxx

Since yyyyyy this yields: 20xx xxx� + xx, and so:

xx x aa�

19.

It therefore remains only to �ind the repetend of

the fraction 1/19, which we get by simple long

division:

1

19 =0.052631578947368421.

If we choose aa� = 1 we get

AA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA, which has 0 as its

�irst digit; so we discard this solution. If we choose

aa� = 2 we get AA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA, and we

have a possible answer:

AA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Please check that 105263157894736842 × 2 =

210526315789473684.

This means that 105263157894736842 is the

smallest possible solution to the problem.

Other choices for aa� yield more solutions, all using

the same repetend. Thus:

aa� = 2 yields AA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

aa� =3 yields AA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

aa� = 4 yields AA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

aa� = 5 yields AA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

aa� = 6 yields AA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

aa� = 7 yields AA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

aa� = 8 yields AA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

aa� = 9 yields AA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

That’s a lot of solutions!

Given a positive integer NN, let ffffff denote the

integer obtained by shifting its units digit to its

left-most end. (Example: ffffffff fffff.)

A number NN with the property that the ratio

ffffff f ff is an integer, or a rational number

with small numerator and denominator, is

called a cyclic number. The best known

example of such a number is 142857 (for which

the ratio is 5 ∶ 1). Such numbers are always

associated with the repetends of pure recurring

decimals (and that is what helps in �inding

them); but there is more: the numbers also have

some very striking properties. Here is one, which

crucially underlies the phenomenon explored in

the article Connections between Geometry and

Number Theory.

Let pp be any prime number greater than 5, and

let the recurring decimal corresponding to 1/pp

be computed; it will always be a pure recurring

decimal. Let NN be the repetend of this decimal.

The number of digits in NN could be odd or even.

If the number of digits in NN is even, say 2kk, then

let AA and BB be the kk-digit numbers obtained by

‘slicing’ NN into two halves. Then the sum AA AAA is

a number made up only of nines. That is,

AA AAAAAA� − 1. Here are three examples of
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this remarkable phenomenon which goes by the

name of Midy’s theorem.

• If pppp then 1/pp p pp142857, so NN NNNNNNN

which has an even number of digits (with

2kk k k). Slicing the repetend into two, we get

AA AAAA and BB BBBB. Observe that

AA A AAA AAA AAA� − 1.

• If pp p pp then 1/pp p pp076923, so NN NNNNNNN

which has an even number of digits (with

2kk k k). Slicing the repetend into two, we get

AA AAAA and BB BBBB. Observe that

AA A AAA AAA AAA� − 1.

• If pp p pp then 1/pp p pp0588235294117647, so

NN NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN which has an even

number of digits (with 2kk kkk). Slicing the

repetend into two, we get AA AAAAAAAAA and

BB BBBBBBBBB. Observe that

AA A AAA AAAAAAAA AAA� − 1.

In a future issue of At Right Angles we shall

explore this beautiful theorem and some of its

extensions.

Problems for Solution

Problem II-2-F.1 Find a positive integer with the

property that if its units digit is shifted to its

left-most end, the new integer is 3 times the

original one.

Problem II-2-F.2 Find a positive integer with the

property that if its units digit is shifted to its

left-most end, the new integer is 9 times the

original one.

Problem II-2-F.3 Find a positive integer with the

property that if its units digit is shifted to its

left-most end, the new integer is 1 �

� times the

original one.

Solutions of Problems from Issue-II-1

Problem II-1-F.1 Solve the cryptarithm

EEEEEE E TTTTTTTTT AAAAAAAAAA.

It is immediate that AA AA and TTTT. This yields

EE EE and LLLL. Also, PPPP as the sum of a

3-digit number and a 4-digit number cannot

exceed 11000. This yields HHHH, and now all the

digits have been found: 819+9219= 10038.

Problem II-1-F.2 Solve the cryptarithm

EEEEEEEEEEE MMMMMMMMM SSSSSSSSSSSS.

The answer for this cannot be unique because the

variables HH and NN (the two units digits) can be

swapped with no ill effects. Other than this

indeterminateness, however, the solution is unique:

97258 + 4336= 101594,

97256+ 4338 = 101594.

We leave the derivation to the reader.

Problem II-1-F.3 Given thatIIII IVVVVV SSSSSS, and SSSSSS

is not a multiple of 10, �ind the value ofIIIIIVVVVVSSSSSS.

Since XX X XXXXX it follows that II II, VVVV. Since

IIII I VVVV V VVVVVV V VVV and SSSSSS is a three-digit

number, it follows that II I II I II. Since II II,

VV V V, II I II we get {III III IIIIII or {2, 4}. The

latter does not yield a solution since

24 × 42 > 1000, but the former does �it:

32 × 23=736. So the code is: II II, VVVV, SS SS,

XXXX, giving IIIIIVVVVVSSSSSS SSSSSSSSSSSSSS.

Note that the information that ‘SSSSSS is not a

multiple of 10� has turned out to be super�luous.

Problem II-1-F.4 Explain why the numbers 1, 121,

12321, 1234321, 123454321, ...are all perfect

squares.

It is immediate that 1 = 1�, 121 = 11�,

12321 = 111�, and so on. To see why the digits

build up in that pattern simply examine the

underlying long multiplication. For example, here

is 111 × 111:

111

× 111

111

111

111

1 2 3 2 1
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